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Ab initio calculation of electromigration effects at polyvacancy clusters in aluminum
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The driving force on a migrating atom at polyvacancy clusters in aluminum is calculated using anab initio
multiple-scattering Green’s function method. The open structure of polyvacancy clusters is considered as a
model to simulate electromigration over a surface and as a start to simulate electromigration along a grain
boundary. A random isotropic distribution of vacancies tends to decrease the driving force. In a configuration
which resembles an atom on a surface the decreasing tendency is reinforced. In a configuration which re-
sembles the situation at a grain boundary more specificly the vacancies are concentrated on the line along
which an atom migrates. For such a configuration the force tends to increase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The process of the drift of atoms due to an applied vo
age, called electromigration, is studied both in materials
ence and in fundamental physics. The development of vo
at the cathode side of an aluminum film and the growth
hillocks at the anode,1 which is due to self-electromigration
shorten the lifetime of an integrated circuit. This process
commonly attributed to migration along grain boundaries.
the electronic industry a great deal of effort is made in slo
ing down this process.2 In the present paper we report abo
a microscopic study of electromigration in polyvacancy clu
ters. For a certain cluster shape the results obtained ca
considered as a first step in the direction of a microsco
description of electromigration along a grain boundary.

In the theory of electromigration one concentrates on
calculation of the driving force,3–7 which is commonly writ-
ten as a sum of two components, a direct forceFdirect and a
wind forceFwind . The direct force is due to a net charge
the migrating atom, while the wind force is due to scatter
of the current-carrying electrons off the atom. Both forc
are proportional to the electric field and can be character
by a valence,

F5~Zdirect1Zwind!eE5Z* eE. ~1!

The effective valenceZ* is the measurable quantity. The n
charge is the result of incomplete screening by the electr
which usually leads to a net positive charge and migrat
towards the cathode. However, in most cases electromi
tion towards the anode has been observed.2 This has led to
the conclusion that the direct force is dominated by the w
force. The wind force is proportional to the current dens
and therefore inversely proportional to the sample resisti
r, so thatZ* can be written as

Z* 5Zdirect1
K

r
, ~2!

in which the temperature-independent proportionality c
stantK is determined by the scattering of the electrons by
migrating atom.

Up to now mainly metallic bulk calculations have be
made.3,5 Regarding electromigration at a grain boundary S
0163-1829/2001/64~22!/224106~5!/$20.00 64 2241
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bello has shown that a reduced electronic charge den
along a grain boundary leads to a reduction of the w
force.8 We will return to this contribution in the discussion o
our results. Recently, Dannenberg and King calculated
wind force on a grain boundary as a whole, using a relat
between the wind force and the contribution of a gra
boundary to the electrical resistivity.7,9 Although the subject
of the latter study is related to the present one, migration
an atom along a grain boundary requires a more deta
treatment than the global process of migration of a gr
boundary as a whole. In both studies the electronic struc
of the metal around the grain boundary was modeled b
jellium. An account of the full metallic electronic structure
the electromigration defect is rather involved. That is c
tainly why complete microscopic calculations are mainly
stricted to impurity migration in metallic bulk.5,10 The
present microscopic calculation of the wind force at a gr
boundary can be considered as a first step, because a me
bulk approach is still followed. Nevertheless, by removi
an increasing number of atoms around the migrating a
more and more vacancies are introduced, and a more o
structure is simulated. Such an open structure is one of
characteristics of a grain boundary. It has been shown
ready that the replacement of host atoms near the migra
atom by impurities affects the wind force.11 This is the con-
sequence of scattering of the applied current by the impu
which changes locally its direction and the strength of c
rent. Such multiple-scattering effects can be huge, someti
even inverting the direction of the wind force.6,12 The same
effect is studied here for the addition of vacancies instead
impurity atoms. The formalism used accounts for the el
tronic structure at the electromigration defect as complete
possible at the moment.5

In Sec. II the ingredients of the formalism are mentione
but it opens with a historical account showing more expl
itly the complexity of the problem. In Secs. III and IV th
results are given and discussed respectively. Section V g
conclusions.

II. THEORY

First we want to point at the complexity of the electrom
gration problem, which can be illustrated nicely by lookin
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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at the quantum-mechanical expression for the wind force
an atom at a positionRp ,13

Fwind~Rp!52E dn~r !¹Rp
vp~r2Rp!d3r

5(
k

d f ~k!^cku2¹Rp
vpuck&. ~3!

This equation traces back to the pioneering work of B
vieux and Friedel.14 It contains the deviation from equilib
rium dn(r ) of the electron density atr , the potential of the
migrating impurityvp as felt by the electrons, and the ele
tron wave functionck at the migration defect. The labelk
combines the band indexn and the crystal momentumk of
the electron. One notices two different ingredients, one
quiring the treatment of a local scattering problem and
other one requiring solution of the electronic transport pr
lem. Locally one has to evaluate the matrix element of
force operator2¹Rp

vp , to which end the electronic struc
ture problem, being an equilibrium problem, has to
solved. The transport problem is usually handled by solv
Boltzmann’s equation and by which the occupationf (k) of
the electron states is obtained. This can be written as

d f ~k!5 f ~k!2 f FD~k!52etE•vkd~eFermi2ek!, ~4!

in which f FD(k) is the equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution
function, d f (k) is the deviation due to the presence of
electric fieldE being proportional to the transport relaxatio
time t, andvk is the velocity of the electron in the statek.
Since f FD(k) obviously leads to a zero contribution to th
electric current in the system, so to the ‘‘wind,’’ onlyd f (k)
appears in Eq.~3!. In the past 40 years progress has be
made in dealing with the local problem, but the progre
developed rather slowly. Besides the free-electron-mo
treatment by Bosvieux and Friedel,14 for many years the
model-pseudopotential treatment by Sorbello3 was the only
available one, being applicable to simple metals and wea
scattering impurities only. The firstab initio treatment is due
to Gupta,4 which was based on multiple-scattering theo
Regarding the evaluation of the wind force at an arbitr
positionRp of the migrating atom along its jump path, Gu
ta’s treatment was still approximate, which was illustrat
most clearly by the formulation of the full theory publishe
somewhat later.15 That is probably why Gupta restricted him
self to just a few applications.4,16 The solution of the prob-
lems involved has been presented only recently.17,18

In the Green’s function approach at present available
electronic structure of the host metal and of the electro
gration defect are accounted for as complete as possible.
potentials used are constructedab initio, and the wind force
can be calculated at an arbitrary position along the migra
path. The bulk results appear to be reliable and compare
with experiment.5 Recently this microscopic Green’s func
tion description has been generalized such that electrom
tion of atoms on surfaces can be studied.19,20No calculations
have been made yet for atoms at a grain boundary, whic
certainly due to the complexity of the defect. In the pres
work we model a grain boundary by omitting more and mo
22410
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atoms in the local atomic cluster, in which the electromig
tion takes place. Because this local cluster is embedded i
infinite lattice of unperturbed metallic host atoms, this mod
can be considered as a bulk simulation of the open struc
of a grain boundary. The approach is applied to aluminum

III. RESULTS

The atoms in the local perturbed host cluster, which
shown for the fcc structure in Fig. 1, can be chosen free
This cluster of 20 atoms represents the first shell around b
the initial and final positions of the jumping atom. Some
these positions are left unoccupied, giving the additional
cancies. All positions in the cluster, except the one of
jumping atom labeled by 1, are assumed to be exact lat
positions, so no relaxations are taken into account. On
other hand, the electronic structure is accounted for, so
much more important charge transfer effect, leading to d
ferent atomic potentials even if they represent host atom
taken into account fully.

The work done by the wind force~3! must be averaged
over all possible jump directions, leading to a force which
proportional to the electric fieldE and to the scalar quantitie
Zwind or K5rZwind according to Eq.~1! and ~2!. The
temperature-independent quantityK is used to characterize
the wind force throughout this paper. Path-averaged va
are obtained by calculating the force at ten positions alo
the jump path, which is assumed to be straight.

The bold line in Fig. 2 shows the variation of this quanti
along the path for a jumping Al atom. It varies from
225 mV cm in the initial position to263 mV cm halfway
along the path. The latter position is called the saddle po
position. The average over the path isK5239 mV cm. The
other curves in the figure correspond to configurations w
an additional vacancy at one of the positions 3–20 in
cluster displayed in Fig. 1. It is clear that the wind for
depends on the position of the vacancy. When the vaca
occupies position 19,K5242 mV cm, whereas a vacanc
at position 3 leads toK5221 mV cm. This difference of a
factor of 2 is the result of the local currents arising fro
scattering of the incident host current by the vacancies
vacancy at position 7 has a relatively large influence on

FIG. 1. The cluster of perturbed atoms in the FCC structure. T
labels of the positions are used in the text. The wind force on
atom labeled by 1 is calculated at several positions along its ju
path to the vacant position labeled by 2. By omitting an atom
another position a vacancy is added.
6-2
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wind force at each position along the path. It leads to
smaller wind force at the first half of the jump, but in th
second half it enhances the force. On the average a vac
on this position only changes the wind valence toK5
236 mV cm. Taking the average over all configuratio
with one extra vacancy and assuming equal probability
each of these 18 configurations, one findsK5234 mV cm.
So the increased vacancy concentration at the grain boun
is expected to diminish the wind force.

The large value of the wind force for a vacancy at posit
19 arises mainly from the initial position, which can be u
derstood as follows. It comes from the fact that this config
ration corresponds to a host atom between two vacanc
Without a vacancy no wind force is experienced. The int
duction of a vacancy at position 2 induces aK value of
225 mV cm for the atom at position 1 and, because of sy
metry, also for the atom at position 20. An atom feels a fo
due to the presence of a vacancy in front of it, but also du
a vacancy behind it. If a vacancy is introduced at position
atom 1 has both a vacancy in front and behind. If both
cancies could be treated as two separate ones, this w
lead to a wind force which is twice as large as the wi
force, when only one vacancy is present. As can be see
Fig. 2 the effect is not that strong, but the fact that it is mu
larger than in the situation with only one vacancy has n
become transparent.

In our calculations the vacancies are treated as if t
only change the scattering properties of the environm
However, the addition of vacancies could also change
migration path. When, e.g., an extra vacancy is presen
position 3 the atom is likely to jump along a bended pa
instead of the assumed straight path. This will change
calculated wind valences, especially because the found
crease is mainly due to the additional vacancy. The com
nent of the wind force in the direction of such a bended pa
which is indicated in Fig. 3, is calculated and averaged o
all equivalent configurations. In the initial positionK5
227.4 mV cm comes out, instead ofK5224.4 mV cm for
a straight path, so it is somewhat larger. It is not sure how
wind force develops along such a path. In the following
will keep straight migration paths.

FIG. 2. Variation ofK for a host Al atom with an additiona
vacancy at one of the positions in the perturbed cluster. The la
of the positions correspond to those in Fig. 1.
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Now we turn to configurations with two additional vaca
cies in the cluster, of which there are 29 inequivalent. T
wind valence varies fromK521 mV cm for vacancies at
the positions 3 and 5 toK5246 mV cm for vacancies at
positions 19 and 20. The average over all configurations
230 mV cm, which is 4 mV cm smaller than for one va
cancy. It turns out that the effect of a pair of vacancies on
wind force is found approximately by adding the effects
the separate vacancies. Exceptions are the cases with
vacancies lying close to each other. This is illustrated in F
4, calculated for additional vacancies at the equivalent p
tions 11, 13, 15, and 17. The differenceDK of the wind force
due to the three different vacancy pairs~11,13!, ~11,15!, and
~11,17! with respect to the force for the basic configuratio
without additional vacancies, is shown. The solid line giv
this difference using twice the effect of one additional v
cancy. The curves for the pairs~11,15! and~11,17! follow the
solid line closely. For the~11,13! pair, for which the vacan-
cies are close, the effects are much stronger and the sum
breaks down. Apparently, multiple scattering between the
cancies becomes important.

The wind valence decreases approximately linearly w
the increase of the number of vacancies, as shown in Fig
So all the large differences between different configuratio
with the same number of vacancies are averaged out.
average effect of the addition of one vacancy is aboutDK
53.9 mV cm. Test calculations show that this trend cont
ues for a larger number of vacancies, although the magnit

ls

FIG. 3. A migration path bended towards the additional vacan

FIG. 4. Difference ofK for a jumping host Al atom between
configurations with the vacancy pairs~11,13!, ~11,15!, and~11,17!
and configurations without additional vacancies. For compari
the sum of this difference due to the separate vacancies is give
6-3
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of the wind valence does not decrease that fast anym
when the number of vacancies exceeds 6.

IV. DISCUSSION

So far only global observations were made in looking
the results. It appears to be worthwhile to develop a m
refined view. It was already noticed that the effects dep
strongly on the location of the additional vacancies. A la
reduction is seen when a vacancy is added at a nea
neighbor position of both the initial and final positions. Su
a position lies in a ring in the plane perpendicular to t
migration path at the saddle point and is part of the gate
the four positions 3–6 through which the atom jumps. Es
cially at the saddle point the reduction of the force is lar
namely, a factor of 2. If the vacancy occupies a site fart
away, e.g., site 7, the reduction at the saddle point is m
smaller: namely, only a few percent. In such cases the fo
is reduced at the position where the vacancy is neares
large increase is observed when the migrating atom mo
on a straight line between two vacancies. Then, in the in
position, the force increases by a factor of 1.5, while
average over the entire jump path shows an increase of
The addition of two vacancies implies an enhancement of
effects mentioned. If both vacancies are added to the nea
neighbor ring of both initial and final positions, the forc
averaged over the path, almost vanishes. On the other h
if a straight line of three vacancies and one jumping atom
considered, the force is raised by 17%, which is appro
mately the cumulative effect of the case for one additio
vacancy considered above. The overall result was alre
mentioned. An arithmetical average over all configuratio
shows a reduction of the force by 10% per additional
cancy.

Taking this together, we observe an enhancement of
force if vacancies are lying along the migration path. We
inclined to interprete that as being the trend for the open
shape of a grain boundary. A reduction is observed for
cancies aside the path. Since such vacancies effectively
ply a barrier for the migrating atom at one side of the pa
one can interpret this as that they simulate a surface

FIG. 5. K for a host Al atom, averaged over the path, as
function of the number of vacancies within the cluster.
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reduction of the wind force for migration over a surface w
indeed found by Bly and Rous.19

It is worth noticing that the effects from the addition of
vacancy are similar to the effects due to the addition of a
atom studied earlier.11 This can be attributed to multiple
scattering effects, which have been described in detail fo
host V atom next to a vacancy.12 Qualitatively, the scattering
current can be divided into two parts. The first and larg
part is the Bloch current. This part is not scattered by unp
turbed host atoms at lattice positions. Because a host a
next to a vacancy and right before the jump is perturbed
charge transfer, this gives rise to one part of the force. W
this atom starts jumping and leaves its lattice position t
force increases. This is illustrated by the bold curve in Fig
The second part is only present in the perturbed region,
around the migrating atom, and is the result of scatteri
The Bloch current is scattered by a vacancy, which gives
to circular currents. The resulting current is scattered ag
by the jumping atom. As already seen for an atom next t
vacancy12 this current initially points in the direction of the
Bloch current, but then it turns and comes back behind
scatterer. The result is similar to the field lines of a dipole
the jumping atom sees the vacancy in the direction of
current, the wind force is increased, whereas if it sees
vacancy perpendicularly to the current, the wind force is
creased. This relatively simple picture explains qualitativ
the results of our calculations.

The fact that the migrating atoms move along gra
boundaries has another effect on the wind force. Becaus
the lower concentration of atoms, electrons are repelled fr
the grain boundary. Therefore also the current density—
consequently the wind force—is smaller. This effect has b
quantified by Sorbello,8 who calculated the wind force for a
atom in a jellium metal. The grain boundary was modeled
a slab with a repulsive potential as shown in Fig. 6. T
current density in the grain boundary is expected to
smaller for the assumed direction of the current. The w
force was indeed found to decrease by the same amoun
the current density.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The wind force is calculated for a jumping host atom
the vicinity of vacancies. Depending on the distribution
the vacancies, this simulates the open structure at a g
boundary or the absence of atoms at a surface. The vaca
scatter the applied current and thereby change the force
the atom. Our calculations predict an overall decrease of
wind force due to multiple-scattering effects if on the ave
age the jumping atoms see an isotropic distribution of vac
cies. For a distribution more typical for a grain boundary t
tendency towards an increase of the wind force is found.

FIG. 6. The jellium metal with a repulsive slab, modeling
grain boundary.
6-4
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a distribution simulating a surface the decrease found is qu
large. These multiple-scattering effects combined with t
current reduction effect quantified by Sorbello8 lead to a
fairly complete picture of the processes affecting the wi
force at a grain boundary.

For more quantitative predictions it is necessary to exte
this study to multiple-scattering effects in realistic gra
boundaries. Due to the anisotropy of these effects, a str
dependence on the precise structure of the grain bound
can be expected. This could be done by extending
oc
h,

22410
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method of Bly and Rous,19,20which can handle systems wit
two-dimensional translational symmetry already.
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